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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:00]
TW:

Today is Wednesday, March 30, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections and Archives. This afternoon, I'm interviewing Kevin Reeve, Director of
Teaching and Learning Technologies within USU's [Utah State University] Academic and
Instructional Services. This is another oral history interview for the COVID [coronavirus disease]
Collection Project. Joining us on the interview is Tameron Williams, the COVID [coronavirus
disease] Collection Project graduate intern. Good afternoon, Mr. Reeve.

KR:

Thank you. Good to be here.

TW:

So, when did you start your career at USU [Utah State University]? And what different positions
have you served in during your USU [Utah State University] career?

KR:

I'm in my 31st year at Utah State University. I graduated in computer science. I had a student job
in what was then the Center for Persons with Disabilities. And my wife, we had gotten married in
1990. And my wife, when I graduated, had a year left at school. So, I stuck around and worked a
student job full time, but it was student hourly, for a year why she could finished school. And
when I graduated, they offered me a full-time job, meaning I had benefits, right?
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And that started my career at the Center for Persons with Disabilities, working in Technology and
Video Production. So, a computer science graduate who loved to make videos. So, I did all the
engineering of the high end. It was the highest-end video production system north of Salt Lake
City. And also, so, I did everything from videotaping, closed captioning, and the engineering of
the studio, the edit bay, went out on assignment to videotape.
And back then, we were making educational programs for laser video disks. Then after that, I
moved '95. I took a position with the brand-new Faculty Assistance Center for Teaching, which
was in the old Merrill Library on the fourth floor, accessible by steps.
[02:13]
And that was a new center that then the dean of Learning Resources put together with a blueribbon committee, as there was a big move to get faculty into technology, converting their
overheads to PowerPoints. You know, Windows was still 3.1, right? So, my job when I got there,
as the multimedia specialist, I interviewed for the job, and because I had a background in
computers and technology, they brought me on as the multimedia specialists there.
And the first thing I did was built a computer training facility. And then, from then, also, we had
one of the only two CD-ROM burners on campus. And it was $60 for a blank in 1995, for a blank
CD to burn. And 50% of them would fail.
So, I did a lot of the early training of faculty into using technology, which also included, in late
1990s, I believe it was '97 or '98, bringing WebCT [Course Tools], which we now use Canvas,
but the first learning management system to campus.
That was the Faculty Assistance Center for Teaching, which I then became the manager of. And
we had instructional designers, video people, students, technology specialists to work with
faculty. And that was located in this building once it was built, on the second floor there, where I
think digital is now. And that place/space was designed for us.
[03:52]
And then, I, as FACT [Faculty Assistance Center for Teaching], became part of IT [information
technology], I was recruited to go to the CIO's [chief information officer] office and work under
the CIO [chief information officer] on Marketing and Communications of a reorganized IT
[information technology] and special projects, including the USU [Utah State University] mobile
app and other things that I was given.
And then a friend who I left FACT [Faculty Assistance Center for Teaching] in charge of came
over and recruited me to come back under a new organization where FACT [Faculty Assistance
Center for Teaching] was now at, renamed to CIDI [Center for Innovative Design and
Instruction], to be the director of Teaching and Learning Technologies, a new team that would
focus on teaching and learning technologies and innovation in the classroom, so the learning
management system, the video, you know, like Webex, Zoom-type systems, and to innovate.
One of my roles was to keep Utah State on the cutting edge. That's where I am today. And I've
been there as the director for seven years now.
TW:

So, what are the roles and responsibilities as the director of Teaching and Learning Technologies?
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KR:

So, the team is made up of systems administrators and computer developers. And that team is
built out, coding, you know, building, and then also a classroom innovations engineer, and myself
as a leader and the chief innovator. So, we take care of the learning management system at Utah
State, which is Canvas. So, we keep it running and make sure all the enrollments flow, and Level
2 support for both the Help Desk and the instructional design team at CIDI.
We also create tools that plug into the LMS [Learning Management System]. And we'll talk about
five of those that we created just for the pandemic, NRE [?]. And so, these are what they call LTI
[Learning Tools Interoperability] tools, Learning Tool Interoperability, which is the standards.
So, those are plug-ins that go into the Learning Management System that extend its functionality.
So, we've built over 50 of those in the last seven years, one of which resulted in the spin-off of
Cidi [Center for Innovative Design and Instruction] Labs, a company that now sells and markets
that software to over 300 other institutions who are customers and brings royalties back to the
university.

[06:12]
So, we build. We maintain. So, the Zoom, Webex when we had it, the testing and proctoring
system. And we have about 100 tools that we're responsible for that the university has either
licensed or that we have built, and it keeps growing.
And then one other thing is the classroom innovation, looking at teaching and learning, solving
problems for faculty, say, "Hey, I want to do this in my online course," or, "I want to do this in
my face-to-face course. I can't do that now," and also looking at what's coming, you know, down
the pike just in the teaching and learning space. So, innovation: We build or find. And we do lots
of early pilots with software and other hardware products.
TW:

So, and in that academic year of 2019-2020 before March of 2020, what were the major projects
or initiatives that your team were working on?

KR:

So, usually, we're real busy at the end of the semester and the start of the semester. So, you figure
the first two weeks of January or when the semester starts, which is depending on where the
calendar lies, we're really busy just making sure we're supporting faculty, we're supporting CIDI
[Center for Innovative Design and Instruction], we're supporting others in the effort to support
faculty and students in the teaching and learning side, so routine stuff: making sure our tools are
working.
Sometimes there's updates to install, working on, we had just completed working on a math
tutoring system, meaning a queue system so students could come on and get tutoring online
through Canvas, so instead of having to drop by the Math Tutoring Center.

[08:00]
And we had been working on that. That was a big project in the fall, as well as some other tools,
the other tools that we were building, so routine stuff, plus moving forward, building tools. And
we were piloting our Math Tutoring System and continuing to enhance it. That allowed students,
through their math course that was in Canvas, to go and either jump in a queue or make an
appointment to get with a tutor and get help.
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And that was something that had been envisioned at the vice president's level to work with the
Math Department head at the time. And so, it was just in time for COVID [coronavirus disease] 2
and helped them and students, you know? Otherwise, we would've been scrambling.
So, that's what we were doing, a lot of routine stuff. We had just hit spring break March 2nd, right
before COVID [coronavirus disease] hit. Like, we're watching the news. We're seeing what's
going on in New York. It's scary. You know, the news was out in New York, really. And you're
going, "Oh my gosh. What's going on?"
So, we had just hit spring break, which, for us, is usually a time to chill, right? Faculty are gone.
We sent the faculty gone. The students are gone. Of course, some faculty never go away, you
know? And rightfully so. They're working on research and other things. But it's usually a time to
really catch our breath and get ready for the next half of the semester.
TW:

So, help set the stage, then. So, it's March 2, 2020. What exactly are you and your team –

KR:

You bet. So, we're just catching our breath, just thinking about – you know, the pandemic's on
everybody's mind, right? "Oh no. Is this scary? Is it going to" – You know, people are dying,
right? Also, the Aggie basketball team, what happens during spring break? It's Mountain West
Tournament time in Las Vegas, right?
So, that's a cool thing. And both women's basketball is down there and men's. And if you
remember, in March of 2020, Sam Merrill hits that last-second three-point shot over San Diego
State to win the game and automatically send us to the NCAA [National Collegiate Athletic
Association] Tournament, which never happened. And that was his career. It never happened.

[10:12]
As I recall, they tell us that we were the first team and only team to qualify for the NCAA
[National Collegiate Athletic Association] because we had the first tournament. Usually, as I
recall, spring break used to be the second week of March. But they moved it, and I wondered why
they moved it. And I believe, I don't know for sure, so students could go to the Mountain West
Tournament. That's kind of always been spring break. Anyway, so that's the stage.
During that week, Neal Legler, who's the head of CIDI, says, "We better have a powwow,
everyone." And I believe it was him. It was him or John Louvier brought us all together and say,
"Okay, let's say if we end up going remote or shut down, how can we help faculty?"
The good news is 90% of undergraduate courses, at least 90% – no, sorry: At least 80% of
undergraduate courses, it's higher now, already used Canvas in some way. So, that means that we
have faculty already using it or broadcast courses that happened for statewide campuses and
originate from any of our campuses, statewide campuses across the state. Most of those faculty
use Canvas because they have students at a distance. So, that's what we knew, that we had faculty
who knew how to use it.
But we also knew we had a group of faculty, especially on the Logan campus, who didn't use did
not use campus, okay, or did not use Canvas. And so, we knew there would be some needs to do
that. But how are we going to support all these people? Okay? And Neal will tell a lot of that
story. So, we powwowed, okay? And so, what happened is so, that's March 2nd, spring break. We
powwowed. We put together some ideas, some plans: How would we help faculty go remote?
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[12:01]
Students are back the 9th, okay? The 12th, March 12th, they cancel classes. And it was one of our
requests, and I'm sure that came out of our powwow is you can't just expect faculty to go remote
overnight or over a couple of days. They need time to get their act together. We need time to get
our act together and help them in any way we can to go remote. I mean, you think an 800 faculty,
thousands of courses.
So, one thing that came out of the powwow was a request up the line to shut down school for a
few days so that faculty and us have time to react and go remote. And they did. So, March 12,
they canceled classes; that was a Thursday, which meant Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday, and
then the 18th is when remote learning started. That was also the day of the earthquake in Salt Lake
City that happened just west of downtown.
And, you know, everybody's going, "Oh my gosh, we got this pandemic hit." You know, things
were really ramping up. So, 18th, we went remote. And it was just day and night, just day and
night work, my team CIDI being the frontlines. And we put together chatrooms, and we had our
students, and students who would've been in our testing center, and students who were helping
with broadcast courses, because they had to go remote too.
We repurposed then and made them a help desk, a frontline support for, how do I do Webex?
How do I Canvas? We, you know, the CIDI team built templates. And so, my team is doing
everything they can to fill in the gaps where needed in support and really help, you know, backup
to CIDI, well hand in hand with CIDI at that time, okay, because that's March 18. Schools got,
what, five more weeks or six, seven, maybe, because usually spring break's right in the middle, to
get through April.
[14:00]
And then, whoosh. And then summer was all remote, right? So, that takes us into summer. 28th –
well, I should back up. The 28th of March, they shut down campus and sent the staff home, okay?
And that was challenging for all of us. One, we were relieved that we weren't going to be in an
area where we might catch COVID [coronavirus disease] and give it to family, you know? And
many staff, obviously, you know, have different levels of tolerance and health.
But we didn't have home offices, right? When I would go home at night and work on my laptop,
it's in the recliner with the feet up. But now I got to be there eight hours a day. And at first, that's
what I did. But it took its toll on my back. None of our staff had home offices. Our bedrooms are
all full of kids. And that was a big challenge. The university gave us permission to take home our
office chairs. I did not. Some staff did.
But then we were doing Zoom-type meetings and collaboration. And we were using Slack, which
is a tool for chat back and forth. I mean, that was a huge tool during the pandemic and was
before, is after, but really became critical. And we could just type, if we were talking to
somebody in Slack and we needed to do a Zoom, we could just simply, you know, do /zoom. And
boom, there we got a video conference up and running.
So, you know, one of I think the challenges for most staff at USU [Utah State University] was no
home office, no dedicated area, no quiet area. It ended up being a table in a bedroom, or some of
my staff on their kitchen table at the kitchen, the hard chair, you know, down in a basement, you
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know, in a corner. You know, some people did have areas where they could work, right? I
actually had, I, later, after I knew it was going to be a while, did set up one of my kids, who
wasn't at home anymore, had a desk and that they were using.
[16:04]
I set it up in a room that didn't have any kids in, that was just a guest room at that point and, you
know, set up and ran from there. So, there was a challenge. And I'm sure some staff had challenge
with internet, you know, depending on where they lived and what kind of access they had to
internet.
I had a couple of my staff at the time. Three of them have K [kindergarten] through 12 [12th
grade] kids. And they had to drop everything. And all of a sudden, they needed more computers
than they had. One of my staff members ended up going to bid sale. He was a computer guy and
bought computers to help out his neighbors, to just get computers on, because you got three kids
trying to do Zoom at the same time, right?
So, not only was our staff dealing with what they had to do with Utah State, they were also
having to deal with their own family life and that of their friends and neighbors to help them. And
that was what I thought was cool about my team is they reached out and they helped everybody
they could besides themselves to get up and going.
TW:

Did you have to purchase any hardware, any laptops, any furniture for your staff as a remote
work environment set in?

KR:

We did not. We let them take their monitors home. You know, the university has a way you can
sign that out. And we did that. And we let them take their monitors home. And their laptops, for
the most part, went with them already. Pretty much our entire team runs on laptops. My laptop
goes in my backpack. It goes wherever I go, even on vacation because I get those calls every once
in a while.
Yeah, I've even been in the middle of Yellowstone, right, and got a call, and can't do it on my
phone. I need to do it on a laptop. So, our team is quite mobile. I mean, you know, if something
goes down even at midnight, we hear about it, if it's a teaching and learning tool. Somebody's
doing their homework at midnight or 2:00 AM, We hear about it. And so, we, my team has to be
prepared at any time to jump in. And we're a small team.

[17:58]
I've been, you know, over the pandemic, working to make sure there's multiple people who can
do the same thing as we become more mission-critical for the institution. So, did you want to hit
summer?
Okay. Let's talk summer. So, we get through the semester. Summer's all online, remote, runs
pretty good. You know, one of the challenges I do know, faculty had, well, a lot of staff had was
having a webcam. If they didn't, you know, web cams became almost impossible to get.
Everybody in the world was buying webcams.
The web seat or the Webex tool that was our main video conferencing for online courses, there
were some using some Zoom through departmental or individual P-card swiped licenses,
struggled. It couldn't keep up with worldwide demand, and there were times when people couldn't
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access it. You know, the internet struggled because everybody's doing video conferencing,
everything.
And so, we had those challenges as we hit into April and May. And then June, it started to
subside. At that time, in the end of April, I was approached by leadership and asked, "Faculty and
department heads would like us to explore getting a Zoom site-wide license for the entire
university. Will you look into that?"
So, in April, I couldn't get anybody at Zoom to return a call. They were getting slammed with
everybody wanting their tool, including, you know, businesses who may have had one or two
licenses. Now they needed them for lots of people.
Or I actually went through, because it's funny how in EdTech [educational technology], a lot of
the vendor, the people, the sales people and tech people, they move from company to company.
But a lot of them stay within EdTech [educational technology]. And it just so happened, one of
our representatives at a conference in the fall, I ran into her. She was now at Zoom but had been
our Blackboard representative years ago when we used Blackboard.
[19:58]
And but she was doing K-12 [kindergarten through 12th grade]. So, I had a contact with her. So,
after getting nowhere, with just calling Zoom direct and trying to find a contact, I got ahold of
her, and I says, "Hey, I need someone from Zoom. Who can I talk to?" And within a day, I had a
contact, and made that contact and said, "Okay, how does this work?" And we started that.
But because Zoom was just buried and our rep was buried, couldn't keep up because all higher-ed
[education] institutions were looking at going to Zoom, and K-12 [kindergarten through 12th
grade], it took us clear until July to be able to get a license signed. And we were able to use
COVID [coronavirus disease] CARES [Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security] funding
that came through the state of Utah to license Zoom. And we were able to do a multi-year license
to support all faculty, staff, and students.
It even gives students the ability to host meetings and stuff. So, we have a multi-year license that
we're still in. And then, over the course of the last year, we've worked to get rid of all the other
tools that we're doing. We ended our license with Webex because faculty asked for Zoom. And
that was the one they wanted for 99% of them. And so, we've, as a university, consolidated to
that.
So, that was a project in so that by fall, we were ready to go. So, it was like the 7th or 8th, we had a
full license for Zoom integrated with Canvas. They'd given us a play one. We worked in June to
get it integrated with Canvas. So, faculty, to create a Zoom course, they'd just go into Canvas and
go "chc." And students, to join it don't have to get an e-mail from their faculty. They just go onto
Canvas and join the class.
So, it simplified the process for faculty. And then, you know, dealing with getting faculty with
webcams, and trained on Zoom, and working with them, that was a big project over the summer,
especially as we, to get ready for that as those faculty came back, to get them off of Webex, try to
get everyone onto Zoom as much as we could, and then work to remove the other two products
that we had, Webex and Adobe Connect over the last year or two, shut them down so that we
were on one standard that everybody was on, and student, and we could support them.
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[22:09]
So, that was a big project. Then it was decided in the fall, for fall, and this started at around late
end of June or July, that word came that we are going to limit the spread, right, no vaccine yet.
We're March to July. The word comes down is we're going to cap the number of students who
could be in the face-to-face class as we come back somewhat in the fall of that, right?
And so, they put together a group. I think a math professor or somebody got involved. And they
figured, "Six feet, how are we going to go in there and measure that?" I believe somebody from
Math, and I believe it was the department head or somebody somewhere helped kind of, how
would we come up with that formula of how we do that, to determine a cap for every classroom
that we had classes in, right, to give I think they were shooting for three to six feet, right, six feet
I think is what they were doing.
So, that reduced it. Then they came to me and said, "Okay, we've got these caps. How are faculty
going to decide who comes on what days?" The idea was we don't want some students to always
be remote and some students to always be in the classroom. Let's rotate them through.
And so, we had to come up with a plan. And so, one of my team members, Kenneth Larsen, I
grabbed him and said, "We need to come up with a tool that would allow faculty to go say, 'Okay.
My classroom for this class, this is a tool within that plugs into Canvas,'" so that the faculty say,
"My class seats – I can only have 20 students there in the day. Normally, I can have 50, but only
20."
And then I've got Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, or Tuesday, Thursday,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, whatever, allow students to sign up which day they're going to be
in the class so that they could build a roster of, okay, this is who comes on Monday. Here's who
comes on Monday. Here's who comes on Friday. The rest of the time, you'll be joining classes by
remote.
[24:14]
Also that summer, another team, under the direction of Shane Thomas is – We had a lot of
classrooms with cameras in them, but there was some other things that had to be done to get other
classrooms available for Zoom. So, some students could be in the classroom, and others could
remote in.
And then we worried a little bit about is there enough wireless bandwidth? Because we knew we
know what bandwidth is like in non-USU [Utah State University] housing. This is a little tangent,
but when I was in the CIO's [chief information officer] office, we could see that the busiest time
on the wireless network on the main campus was plus or minus one hours, including the noon
hour, right, around that time, right, that 11:00 to 2:00, 1:00 period.
At night, that all shifted to the on-campus housing. From the 10:00 PM to 1:00 AM time frame
was the busiest time for the wireless, obviously, right? And we know, you know, in my work with
college students, you know, I've heard lots of them complain that at night, their college offcampus housing, their internet access is pretty much screwed. People are watching Netflix, right?
They're watching YouTube, stuff like that. It's very difficult to do homework.
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You come up here at campus at night. And the parking lots are packed with cars. They're in the
library here, right? They need the wireless. They're doing Canvas stuff. They do whatever they
can to find a quiet place to study and to do stuff. So, we knew during the day some students
would be in a class at one time, but then they would have to join remotely from somewhere else.
And so, those are students we knew would be in the library, or Huntsman Hall, or the Student
Center, or wherever. Could we adequately handle that? So, we started having conversations with
IT [information technology].
[26:06]
And they determined based on number of – you know, we did some calculations and rough
estimates. And it came back IT [information technology] says, "We'll be ready. We will handle
it." And they did. I mean, it worked.
And as we talked to students later on about how they took those classes and where they went,
many of them did it from campus. They did it from campus. And there were various reasons.
One, was the bandwidth, but the other was, "I just couldn't sit in my apartment all day and do
classes." And it gave them an opportunity to be up here and do it. And it worked well. I never
heard any complaints about internet access. And that's kudos to our IT [information technology]
team and us thinking that through and not having to be reactive.
And I know they got some COVID [coronavirus disease] funding and boosted up the network for
us. So, we built that attendance sign-up tool that worked for classes and labs. Then we start
getting into fall, right, fall 2020, fall semester, about midway through September.
So, here's the plan: There's also a CARES [Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security]
team put together over in the Disability Resource Center and led by them that is students who
have COVID [coronavirus disease], how are we going to help them academically? How are we
going to let teachers know that they need an accommodation? This is for the face-to-face classes.
So, they start e-mailing students or instructors. Once a student self-reports that they've got
COVID [coronavirus disease] or have symptoms and are waiting or have test results, right, there
was this quarantine or isolation. And, you know, there were meal plans to help these kids, right,
bring it to their dorms.
Long story short, they start e-mailing faculty. Well, the peak starts rising. And faculty's saying, "I
can't keep track. You're sending e-mails. I've got multiple classes." Some faculty are teaching
classes with 100, 200, and 300 students. So, they're getting e-mails about these students. And how
do you track that?
[28:05]
So, they said, "Can you build a dashboard in Canvas so faculty can hit the button and they can see
which of their students in that class are approved to have an accommodation, and when the
anticipated end date of that?" because that was the challenge faculty had was keeping track of
who, and what's the end date, right? Do I still need to accommodate them?
So, the university already had been using ServiceNow. Steve Funk and his team were building
that whole system to track that. So, we got with them and said, "This is what our request is. Can
you get us an API [application programming interface] so that we can call that on the fly?"
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So, what happens when a teacher clicks on that, because that is HIPAA data, we don't store that in
Canvas. We bring it in in a dashboard in real time by basically taking, when the teacher says, "I
want to see who needs accommodations," when they click the button to go to the dashboard, it
takes the class roster in Canvas, which comes from Banner and is updated every day live, and it
calls out to ServiceNow. And it pulls in any student's – We feed it A numbers.
We say, "Here are the class roster. Do any of these students need accommodation?" And it comes
back if they do. And it gives us the data that provides the dashboard for faculty. So, that's what
we worked on in September and got that for faculty. I mean, we're talking building a software
tool in just a matter of a couple of – three weeks, right, to get it up and going, and then tweak it
and make it better as we get feedback over the course of the semester.
So, that's a focus of at least one developer while others were attending to what we've already built
and other, you know, just the chaos of that. So, that was September. Then, so we get through that
and they use that. And then we get through spring semester, where spring was more and more
classes were back, right?
[30:02]
And at that time, you know, the legislature in their session said, "Ah." I think it was the
legislature said, you know, "We want students back in class for fall." So, anyway, that gets us
through that. We're going to jump to August 2021. A couple weeks out before the start of the
semester, we, everybody thought, whew, COVID [coronavirus disease] was dying before that.
We're going to be good in fall.
But it started. I think the variant hit, and we started climbing. And we can't do remote classes.
Legislature says, or the state, Utah System of Higher Ed [Education], I'm not sure where the
mandate came from, but a certain number of classes that were face to face before the pandemic
had to be face to face.
So, we have another powwow in our group that comes back from the vice president, obviously,
through executive committee, you know, where the president, and vice presidents, and others are
meeting. We got to figure this out. How are we going to do this? And it comes to us. And what
comes out of our brainstorm is a seating chart.
And I can't remember what else was discussed. There were other ideas. But the one that rang true,
a few weeks before the semester starts, you know, mid-August, is a seating chart. Well, how do
we do that? How do we build a seating chart in Canvas? Well, there is a seating chart there, but
we decided it's not going to work.
And we decide that let's put the onus on the students to record where they're sitting, not the
faculty. Faculty have got enough to worry about, okay? Let's put the onus on the students. So, we
set out to build a seating chart tool. At the same time, John Mortensen is tasked with figuring out
a way to grid pattern all the classrooms with seating chart stickers.
And the solution that they come up in my mind was brilliant. It's battleship, and because we
couldn't put a map of every classroom in Canvas, there was no time, we couldn't lay that out, but
we could lay out a grid system. And we would know front row may not start at 1 because the next
row goes wider and wider.
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[32:05]
So, we build a grid. And then IT [information technology] that we're working with comes up with
a brilliant idea: "We'll build an algorithm for you that can come back to somebody and says, 'Who
sits around me? Who's around me?'" kind of a deal because we got with IT [information
technology] and said, "We don't want to keep the database of the seating chart. We want central
IT [information technology] to do that."
And the reasoning I had was somebody else is going to want that data. Let's put it in the central
data warehouse. Then other systems can query it too because we don't know where this is headed.
So, we literally have two weeks to build a seating chart tool to put in Canvas so students can
record where they're sitting.
We also create two videos that the provost does quickly to narrate, one to faculty, one to students
to pitch it because we knew we had to get people on board. Faculty had to be on board, and
students had to be on board. And the provost sends out this information to faculty. "We need you
to give the students class time to go record their seat."
The IDing [identity] is how do we isolate the spread? We don't want to shut down classes. That
was the message we got loud and clear. We don't want to shut down classes. We want them to be
able to keep going. And we need to be able to isolate. So, if the student sitting in C5 has COVID
[coronavirus disease], we know who sits around them and can get and reach out to those people.
And we thought, "Well, how wide do we go, right?" And we're thinking, "Okay, if you go two or
three in every direction and show them that, they can decide. But two and three in every direction
became a lot of people, in the 20s and 30s. And so, you know, we give them the data. The
COVID [coronavirus disease] CARES [Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security], the
COVID [coronavirus disease] Containment Team decides how to do it. But it only works is if we
get near 100% and students sign up, right?
[33:57]
Some students bought into that really, really well. And others did not. And we had a couple of
bugs early on. If a certain setting was in a browser, it wouldn't record it and it wouldn't give them
an indication that it didn't record it.
And, I mean, we were tweaking that first week it went live. They didn't do it the first week of the
semester because they knew lots of drops and adds, and students need to settle in. We did it the
second week. And, I mean, you know, there were lots of classes who didn't get to 90% or higher,
lots of them. But we had a lot that did. And that kept classes from shutting down.
Also, in September of 2021, they said, "Okay, if we turn a class" – They came up with a plan that
if they do have to shut a class down, they had a staging system. Red means remote only. Orange
was recovery phase. And green was you've recovered. We're meeting back in person. So, this is
face-to-face classes.
So, they said, "Okay, we need a way to alert students in that class at 10:00 PM we decided
working with the faculty, the department head, and the Provost's Office that we're going red."
Okay? So, we powwow quickly. We come up with a plan.
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And this time, I had lost one of the developers and only had Ludovic, who had built the seating
chart tool. And now we had to build a tool that could, in Canvas, allow the COVID [coronavirus
disease] Containment Team to go in and turn a class red, orange, or yellow, display a thing in
Canvas that says, "Your class is red. Click here to know what that means. Your class is orange.
Your class is now green. What does that mean?" that took them outside for the instructions that
we knew could change. And we did that, and we built a tool that would allow them to do that.
And then it would alert the student if they had their notification preferences set up in Canvas.
[36:00]
So, we built that tool. And then it had a way that they could manage that and send the message,
the whole nine yards. And then they says, "Oh, we now," and this was in September, after we got
that built, "we need a way for department heads and deans to know what's going on with both the
reporting tool and the seating chart so that they can help encourage their faculty who didn't have
90% seating chart to encourage their students to record it."
And we have reports from faculty that said, "I gave these three students that don't have one time
to do it. But there must be something wrong because they're not recording it." Well, I went back,
and I was able to query that student, those students to see if they had recorded any seat
assignments in any class. And they had not.
And so, we knew, we hadn't gotten any recent reports that the software wasn't working even
though we had the bugs, a couple of different bugs the first couple of weeks. But this was later on
in the semester. And we knew that at that point, there are some students who did not, basically
refused to fill out the seating chart. That's their prerogative. So, anyway –
TW:

Did you support any like activities on the Price campus?

KR:

So, yes. The seating chart went statewide. It went statewide. We also had labs that had to deal
with this. We also had circular settings we had to deal with, like in music rooms, where they sit in
a circle and classes where they move around a lot. There were lots of exceptions. And at the
statewide campus with our broadcast courses, meaning it might originate in Price, or it might
originate in Logan, or Blanding, or Uintah Basin, or Salt Lake, Brigham City, that what about
those students who were sitting in the classroom that are receiving, right?

[37:54]
And so, when all is said and done, the Case Containment Team did an incredible job. And where
the seating chart could help them, it did an incredible job because when it comes down to it, you
think about the number of cases we had in the fall. They only shut down 10 or 12 courses that
went to red. And they went to orange real quick and then to green as fast as they could. Orange, if
it went to orange, it meant the teacher had been tested and found negative. And as soon as he was
found to be negative, he could start teaching face to face again. And then those students who
tested negative could start joining. That was a recovery phase orange.
And then they would move it back to green as fast as possible. We'd see orange only for
sometimes hours if not days. This semester, well, the spring semester, once vaccinations
happened, and then fall semester of 2021, you know, that, and even in spring of 2022, we didn't
see hardly any classes shut down, go to red, remote. It was pretty impressive what the case
containment was able to do, and a much higher response rate from students in the seating chart.
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TW:

So, it just sounds like a lot of incredible changing that the learning technology folks did. Of all
those changes, what do you think, Kevin, is going to be permanent change versus what do you
think might cease?

KR:

Sure. We do know that going forward, and we're studying this, and the administration is also
looking at this. Is there a possibility that some classes do have a flexible option for students to not
be in the classroom and participate by Zoom? Doesn't fit for all, but it might be, okay?

[39:59]
And as I've talked to colleagues at other universities with groups that we discuss these kind of
things, they are as well. Our broadcast system at Utah State University is going away. Our Cisco
TelePresence system that's classroom to classroom is going away. And we'll be moving to Zoom.
And there are committees right now working that from all angles, from the faculty side, from the
technology side, from the administrative side. And so, good teams working that, how will that
work? How do we maintain our mission? How do statewide campuses who are residential
campuses like Price and Blanding – They will still want students on campus. But yet a lot of their
course have students joining remotely. So, how does that work? So, lots of good people solving
that.
What we learned from this on the broadcast side is we visited with faculty and statewide. The
statewide leadership brought faculty together to talk about the future. They felt more connected to
their students using Zoom than they did using the IVC [interactive video conference] broadcast
system because they had individual pictures. They had their name, versus, you know, a shot of 10
classrooms, and I see three blips in that one classroom on the back well. They really liked it. They
loved the flexibility.
So, I see lots of things that really helped that. Some of our statewide campuses are very excited,
especially those in some of the Western rural side and stuff, saying, you know, "I've got students
who drive 30, 40 miles to come to our campus to take this program that's going to better their
lives."
If we can support them at being at home for that, that is cool. And we then are expanding our
services to those. We also know that our statewide campuses play an important role beyond just
offering classroom space.
[42:03]
Some students don't have adequate internet at home in rural areas. And so, this is a place they can
come. There's, they can take tests. It's quiet, you know? So, statewide campuses is looking at how
do we evolve? And it's really cool what we're seeing. This pandemic has forced – I don't know if
"forced" is the right word, provided the opportunity to rethink how we do things at Utah State.
We've done what we've done well for a long time. And it's worked. How do we move? You
know, how do we improve on that, I think is a takeaway.
We also see that a faculty's office now could become an origination room for these courses
instead of them having to come to a classroom, if we set them up with the right technology, good
lighting, good sound, because, and I'm a sound guy, because of my video production experience,
if you're on a zoom call and you have to strain to hear what somebody is saying, you're not
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decoding letters, and words, and not the whole sentence, the meaning, your brain is having to
work hard; then you can't enjoy the message. And you lose a lot of the full meaning.
So, we want to make sure that we have good audio, good lighting, good video for the instructor to
originate from if they do it from an office or from a classroom. So, those are some of the things.
We know now some faculty who were new to going remote did it the best they could. It is opened
up within department to say, "Hey, maybe we should look and do some market research along
with AIS [Academic and Instructional Services] to see does it make sense to put our program,
make it available online or via Zoom, to reach a broader audience that might do it."
[43:55]
We have some groups doing that very well on campus. Special Education is an example. So,
those are some of the takeaways there. The other takeaway is that many faculty and students want
to get back to the normal life for a while. And they are. They have for the most part in spring
semester, as best they can, back on campus, back learning, back having office hours, back to
those personal interactions that why you come to school, right, is to interact with your mentors,
your faculty.
TW:

I'm imagining you're always exploring what the marketplace is developing out there. As far as
learning and teaching technologies, has COVID [coronavirus disease] really been a catalyst for
companies, entrepreneurs to develop further into the learning and technology?

KR:

Yeah. There is no end of vendors that bang on my e-mail box daily. And multiple times, they'll
just keep at it. There's been a lot of – I went to Educause, which is the higher-ed [education]
technology show. It was face to face in the end of October. And I went to it. And there were
several. They had a start-up alley. And there were several new technologies. It's also caused some
of these bigger companies to look at how do they extend their tools, including Zoom. How do we
build better teaching? Zoom is not a teaching and learning tool, it's a web conferencing tool.
Another tool that we are testing is a company called CLASS that builds tool, teaching and
learning tools that add onto Zoom. And we're piloting those now and have been since last year or
the year before. The end of the year before was when they first started showing us, you know,
some serious concepts and stuff. And so, we're looking at those, at those tools and trying to
decide, you know, because faculty got experience using these. But they want to be able to have
some enhancement to those.

[46:06]
So, we'll see that. And we're there. We're at the forefront at Utah State University looking at this.
And we're also talking to other schools that we connect with about what they're doing so we can
share.
TGRW: So, you've spoken about the workload. How has that ebbed and flowed through the pandemic?
KR:

How has that what?

TGRW: Ebbed and flowed.
KR:

So, how has the workload flowed?

TGRW: Yeah. So, peaks and valleys of –
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KR:

Yeah. I would say it's just been crazy. That's why it's all a blur. You know, when you just go day
and night, day and night, day and night, right, forever, and weekends and whatever, I mean, we
did get some walls, and, you know, we did.
And this semester has seemed more normal. It was just crazy. And as a leader, I've always
worried about my staff, right, and stuff. Some will tell you that working from home worked very
well for them. I've had some that said, "That didn't work as good as I thought." And there's
various reasons for that. I like being in the office. I would rather be in the office.
My hope is that the university gets to a more – They have. There is a work-at-home, you know,
policy that you can do. Some of our jobs, we can't work from home, obviously. But I'm hoping
that the university long term will really embrace flexible. I'm not saying you're either working
from home or you're in the office all the time. More flex. They can just work for the staff.
My team was very productive during the pandemic. I knew what kinds of things they worked on
and what their output was before. So, I knew what to expect. We were on Slack all day. I could
see when they were on and stuff like that.

[47:58]
But, you know what? I personally, so, the workload was tough. But I felt it was a better work-life
balance than I've ever had in my life before. And I'll tell you why: Because we were working day
and night sometimes, I didn't have any problem taking off at 11:00 AM and going to the grocery
store or dealing with something within the family during the day because I'd be sitting at the
office, putting in my 8:00 to 5:00, even though I'm a professional, and worried about that.
But I could just, I had a break between meetings or something, I could go take care of it. But I
was still putting the same output. I think that remote thing, if anything, I learned provided a better
work-life balance. I don't think it'll do that for everybody. And, you know, I have friends in the
adtech [advertising technology] industry that, you know, that's their job is working remote.
There are full companies that are – This one company we're working that started up during the
pandemic because of what was going on, this dad that saw his K-12 [kindergarten through 12th
grade] kids struggling on Zoom, right? And he was an adtech [advertising technology]
entrepreneur, had started other companies, started this company just from his frustration, seeing
what his kids were dealing with.
So, anyway, so, workload, life – work, crazy. It has come back down, I feel like this semester
finally. But we were under a lot of stress to build those tools, and make them work, and get
feedback. I mean, you're talking like things that you usually spend a semester or more building,
we were building in weeks, a couple, two to three weeks, and obviously buggy, and not perfect,
and relying on our friends, other places to be able to help, you know, be able to get access to data
and make it work. Really, really stressful, really, really tough.
This semester, finally feeling like back to normal as best as best as we can. Almost there. We had
spring break of 2022. Even though we were here working, it was a nice just break for us all. We
were still here, but it was nice.
[50:09]
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TGRW: So, during those peaks and those highly stressful times, how did you and your team cope with the
load?
KR:

When you work in IT [information technology], this is normal. You have to be able to be able to
work in that load. There are some pretty stressful times. And I've sat through them at USU [Utah
State University] in various capacities when things, systems go down, when data is lost, when
you're pulling all-nighters, trying to get systems.
And I've been the one that's been on the line, meaning I'm in the trenches, and it's got to make this
work because, you know, people are – I mean, you know, right, campus goes down, right?
Students aren't doing anything. Faculty aren't doing anything. That's the tool they're in. Although
the vendors responsible for it, we don't manage it. We don't host it here. But we run the gooey,
and we make sure all the things that plug in work right.
So, I was very, very used to it. As a leader, you get to know the people on your teams who can
handle stress and those kinds of situations and who cannot. I've seen that in all the jobs I've had. I
don't get as stressed out anymore. Maybe it's my years. But I do get stressed out, but it doesn't
shut me down.
But anyway, so I know across to all the teams I work with who those people are. And I know how
to support those who struggle during those high-pressure times by taking the responsibility and
the load and putting it on myself so they can focus on the task at hand. And that's a key. And
that's a key of a good leader too because you're dealing with very highly skilled technical people,
and they are incredible at what they do.

[52:04]
But they're not incredible at everything. There's very few people, and I am not one of them, that
are just resilient wherever and with anything. I am not that type of a person. And nobody is. And
so, you play off each other's strengths.
TGRW: And so, one last question about that period of time: Was it, were you seeing a lot more overtime
than you normally would? Or was it about steady 40-hour work weeks?
KR:

It was up and down. Obviously, for that first part of going remote, crazy, just crazy. And usually,
at the start of the semester, always crazy. I have one staff member who stays up all night just
making sure the Banner data from all the add/drops the first week is babysat and gets over
because there's often problems. We've worked through those with a vendor. And it's less and less
now. But that's what he does in the middle of the night, running batches to make sure everything's
synced and do that kind of stuff, right?
And then, when we get lows, that's the time to relax and not stress so much. And that's when we
spend time doing funner things like learning something new, you know, learning from other
experts, enjoying podcasts from security experts and others in our field that are, you know,
they're talking about things.

TW:

So, is there anything else you'd like to add about you and your team's experiences with the
COVID [coronavirus disease] pandemic?

KR:

Just the incredible support we had from upper leadership. Our vice president, in my mind, AIS
[Academic and Instructional Services], which encompasses a lot of groups, but the classroom
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team, the testing center, the online group, the CIDI group, my group, and I'm sure I've left off
others, we kept the university running.
[54:03]
There was an extreme amount of pressure on our vice president to make sure that did, when you
look at it, what kept the university running. Now, I know we still had to get paid, and the business
people had to do their job. But when all of a sudden you shut down all your classrooms but you
still got to deliver, when you shut down your testing centers but you've got to give exams and try
to figure out how they'll be secure, when you have remote learnings coming into a classroom, you
got to be able to make sure that those remote learners hear all the students that are in the face-toface class, and you've got to implement new technology pretty quickly to make that happen, that's
just a sign of true professionals who just gave it their all, gave it their all. And I'm a witness of
that.
A lot of people behind the scenes that will never get the credit they deserve across the university
in many ways pulled off an incredible feat. I just hope we never have to do it again. But we're
ready.
TW:

Well, Mr. Reeve, I would like to thank you for taking the time this afternoon to discuss your
experiences with the COVID [coronavirus disease] pandemic at USU [Utah State University].

[End recording – 55:17]
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